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“PICU is for patients compulsorily detained, usually 

in secure conditions, who are in an acutely disturbed 

phase….. with an associated loss of capacity for 

self-control, with a corresponding increase in risk, 

which does not enable their safe management in an 

open ward.” (Pereira & Clinton 2002)



 When restraint and RT interventions were reviewed in 
a recent study in London of 4 PICU’s, 28% of people 
admitted would experience restraint at some time 
during their admission. (Dyer et al 2009)

 Restraint was also found to have been used in 57% of 
RT incidents  and 2.5 times more likely to be used in 
PICU compared to adult acute wards (Shepherd et al 
2014).

 However the recent Confidential Inquiry into Suicide 
and Homicides (2014) report found that in England 
456 unexpected deaths occurred during restraint from 
1999-2012.



Suddenly Erupting

 Sudden onset

 high intensity

 precipitant often unknown to staff

 high risk of aggression/violence

 often influenced by psychopathology

 highly unpredictable ∴ dangerous

 normally result in activation of alarms

 require intervention of staff ∴ short 
duration

 Lead to intensive de-escalation 
/medication /restraint/seclusion

Bubbling up

 Increases and decreases in intensity 
over and over

 Lack the intensity of erupting situations 
and the constancy of smouldering 
situations

 As one patient’s behaviour de-escalates 
another escalates

 Cycles appear to have a contagious 
effect

 Can span hours or even shifts

 Staff aim to control the tone of the milieu 
to reduce contagious effect

 Continuous ‘fire fighting’ and a need to 
‘get on top’ of the situation

 Anxiety provoking and stressful for staff

 High risk ∴ may prompt dramatic 
response from staff.



A model of de-escalation 

(Price & Baker 2014)

Notice the patient
Read situation

Read patient

Where is patient on 

continuum?

Prepare
Ensure conditions 

are safe for de-

escalation

Clarify
Identify what the 

problem is

Resolve
Match intervention 

to identified 

problem

Control yourself
Manage emotions, appear externally calm in spite 

of inner anxieties, don’t take offence to insults etc.

Connect with the patient
Establish a bond with the patient to remove need 

for further aggression. Be respectful and honest.



 Therapeutic Engagement & relationship building.

 Early detection of arousal patterns and 

identification of client coping strategies.

 Knowledgeable & skilled nursing workforce

 Physical health monitoring and observations

 Empowering, inclusive & recovery focussed 

cultures.


